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Modernized interface up to today’s web graphical and navigation standards
New Home with new graphical chart giving easy access to all analysis and decision screens.
Access can be made directly from the home page by clicking on each icon, or from the left-hand
menu bar. Users also have the choice to remain on a single webpage or to open multiple webpages
for instance to separate analysis and decision screens.

Improved decisions screen ergonomics and navigation.
Decision screens now include key analysis charts to make decisions; this helps users with the
navigation to access key data but of course doesn’t give them any solution, as a lot of data needs to
be crossed to establish each decision in Markstrat.

Simplified R&D and Brand Portfolio decision screens
The navigation process on multiple screens to finalize a R&D development or Brand Portfolio decision
has been simplified. All decisions now show up on a single screen, which clarifies the full process.

Ability to save Marketing plan as an excel file to compare predictions and results
The Marketing plan process has also been improved with a simplified navigation and a more modern
presentation. Teams also now have the ability to export their marketing plan results into Excel. This
will be very interesting for them to compare what they have predicted before the run with what
actually happened after market response and competitors moves.

Enhanced participants and instructors’ tools
Improved introduction slides
The PowerPoint Introduction slides available for download for period 1 and 2 have been
revamped to match the new graphical chart.
We have also recorded them with voice-over so that participants can directly watch them in the
simulation in the PREPARE section. Both recordings come at the right time of the simulation:
Intro 1 at the start of Round 1, and Intro 2 at the start of Round 2.
This will give instructors and participants more flexibility to get started with Markstrat.

Easier access to team files for Instructors
Instructors will now be able to open the simulation team interface once and switch between
different teams in the same industry, without having to open them separately.

Developed on leading web technology for faster processing and easier use
Complete revamp with HTML5 CC3
This technological move responds to a growing demand for Markstrat. It
makes Markstrat more dynamic on any web interface, faster in terms of
processing and lighter in terms of server charge.

Instantaneous storage of decision values with no lag and no flash to avoid data loss.
Any decision entered into a cell is now automatically stored. No need to save it or navigate on a
different screen.

New interactive perceptual maps showing exact position values
The new positioning maps allow teams to see exact positioning values when scrolling on consumers
ideal positions and brands perceived positions. This new functionality will enhance the analysis
exercise with the grouped visual and data representation.

Modal views for errors & warning, budget and team info allowing fast check-up of information
These screens now show up above the screen you are currently looking at so that you
instantaneously have the information you are looking for, but so it doesn’t disturb your on-going
analysis or decision process.

Markstrat Model Improvements
Alignment of values provided by Online Queries and the Markstrat model on reduction cost projects.
In the Markstrat.6 version these data were spotted as being inconsistent when a team
-

was conducting a cost-reduction project
was asking for an online query but didn’t put the total required budget.

This correction has been made on both Markstrat.6 and Markstrat.7.

Improved treatment of sales growth when multiple firms were launching brands on same period and
for same segment.
In the very specific case when multiple firms in an industry were launching new brands targeted at
the same segment at the same time (more than 3 brands), overall targeted segment sales were not
growing according to market forecast predictions.
The calculation was being affected by the sudden minimized share of distribution coverage for each
brand on this segment, which is part of segment sales calculations.
We have corrected the calculation so that the number of brands has no direct impact on overall
segment sales.

Improved formula for segment growth for both the established (Sonites, Clinites, Trigols) and
emerging markets (Vodites, Nutrites, Squazols)
We have reinforced the interactivity of segment growth with the market offering. The more “good”
brands are on the market, the more segments will grow.

Improved formula for communication quality
The communication quality study has been improved by considering both the advertising research
budget spent on a brand and the position achieved of the perceptual objectives.
In Markstrat.6, Communication Quality only considers the advertising research budget.

